Assignment

Write a final paper, 3500-5000 words long, which has a minimum of 10 citations. Breakdown as follows: 1) 6 peer-reviewed scholarly works found in the library; 2) 4 other sources like newspaper articles, visual materials, blog posts, policy reports, etc. Internet and other informal sources (like grey literature) are allowed as additional sources.

ARG > Academic Articles

Anthropology Plus: an excellent starting point for peer-reviewed scholarly works in Anthropology.

AnthroSource: Current issues of the American Anthropological Association's journals and bulletins, as well as archived issues of all the AAA's journals, newsletters and bulletins.


Article Databases in Related Disciplines [tab]: This tab features a bunch of useful databases (think of each as a miniature search engine) on different disciplines related to Anthropology. Search in these if you have an interdisciplinary topic that intersects with Anthropology, e.g. PubMed for medicine.

ARG > Ethnographies

eHRAF World Cultures: Contains ethnographic collections, organized by regions, subregions, and cultures, covering all aspects of cultural and social life, on hundreds of groups of people from around the world.

Keyword Search Tips

Avoid the ‘Google sentence’ when searching in a database. Databases interpret searches more literally than Google, so start with 1-2 keywords. Add more words to refine a large list of results.

In most databases, “Quotation marks” around words searches for the words in that “exact phrase sequence,” e.g. “ethnographic fieldwork.” Quotes work best on short (2-3 word) and common terms.

Asterisk “*” searches every ending to a word, so market* finds market -er, –ed, -ing, and -s.

AND = fewer results. Example: marriage AND ritual ← both terms must be in each result.

OR = more results. Example: marriage OR ritual ← only one term must be in each result.

UC-eLinks: Finds and links out to full-text articles in other UCI-licensed databases, OR it directs you to a form to request via Inter Library Loan (ILL requires having a UCInetID/password.)

Database Search Examples ...
Anthropology Plus — Anthropological Literature from Harvard, Anthropological Index from the Royal Anthropological Institute. Coverage is from the late 19th century to the present.
AnthroSource – Current & archived issues of the American Anthropological Association’s journals, newsletters, and bulletins.
**eHRAF World Cultures** — Ethnographic collections, organized by regions, subregions, and cultures, covering all aspects of cultural and social life, on hundreds of groups of people from around the world.
eHRAF World Cultures (cont)

1. Results for "mexican" "immigrant"
   Finished. Found 6590 paragraphs in 294 documents in 20 cultures

2. Narrow Results by Subsistence Type and Sample
   North America
   Subregion: North American Regional and Ethnic Cultures
   Culture Name: North American Hazide Jews
   Subsistence Type: Commercial Economy
   No. Documents: 17
   No. Paragraphs: 331

3. Chicanos
   Results for "mexican" "immigrant"
   31 Documents
   921 Paragraphs

4. Click desired document title
   Anchor, Shirley. Mexican Americans in a Dallas barrio
   August 1970-December 1972
   1800s - 1970s

5. Click Paragraph or Page
   Anchor, Shirley. The people who walk the streets of West Dallas are also qu...
   Composition of population (162)
   Ethnic stratification (562)
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Library Search - Catalog (https://www.lib.uci.edu)

- **Resource Type**: Books (26), Videos (2), Dissertations (2)
- **Availability**: On the Shelf, Available online
- **Location**: Langson Library (15), Langson Library New Books (1), Science Library Bar (2)

**Book Examples**:
1. **Labor and legality in immigrant networked communities** by Gomberg-Muñoz, Ruth (2013)
   - **Available at**: Langson Library (LC2688.N48 A58 2013)
2. **Brokering tareas: Mexican immigrant families translinguaging homework literacies** by Alvarez, Steven (2017)
   - **Available at**: Langson Library (LC2688.N48 A58 2017)

**Additional Information**:
- **Get It**: Interlibrary Loan Request / Ask a Librarian / Find in Melvyl
- **View Online**: ACLS Humanities eBook
- **Location Items**:
  - 355 Days Loan
  - Item in place

**Libraries Research Skills Workshop**

Ethnography & Anthropological Methods
Special Collections & Archives Collections ([https://special.lib.uci.edu/collections](https://special.lib.uci.edu/collections))
Google Scholar – Academic & Grey Literature (http://scholar.google.com)

1. My profile
2. My library
3. Settings
4. Search results
5. Collections

Show library access links for (choose up to five libraries):

- university of california, irvine
- Harvard
- University of California, Irvine - UC-eLinks
- Open WorldCat - Library Search

Online access to library subscriptions is usually restricted to patrons of that library. You may need to login with your library password, use a campus computer, or configure your browser to use a library proxy. Please visit your library’s website or ask a local librarian for assistance.

mexican immigrants ethno

Restrict by year

UC-eLinks & other full-text

Atavesando fronteras/border crossings: A critical ethnographic exploration of the consumer acculturation of Mexican immigrants
L Peltola - Journal of Consumer Research, 1994 - academic.oup.com

Abstract This article critically examines the consumption experiences of Mexican immigrants in the United States. An empirical model of Mexican immigrant consumer acculturation is derived that consists of movement, translation, and adaptation processes leading to

[PDF] jstor.org

Ethnic identities and patterns of school success and failure among Mexican-descent and Japanese-American students in a California high school: An ethnographic... 
MC Matsu-Bianchi - American Journal of Education, 1996 - journals.uchicago.edu

...Exploration of the daily life of the 10 immigrant families sheds light on what educators have interpreted as the disinterest of newly arrived immigrants in their ... It is argued that Mexican working-class parents bring to the United States goals, life plans, and experiences that do...

[PDF] jstor.org

An anthropology of familismo: On narratives and description of Mexican/immigrants
O Smith-Morris, O Morales-Campos - Hispanic Journal of ... 2013 - journals.sagepub.com

[HTML] sagepub.com
Google – Grey Literature (Focused Searches)

Restricted to educational-based websites:  
mexican immigrants intitle:ethnography site:.edu

Restricted to organizational websites:  
mexican immigrants intitle:ethnography site:.org

Restricted to country-specific websites:  
mexican immigration site:.mx

Restricted to U.S. Government sites:  
mexican immigration site:.gov

mexican immigration site:.us

Google – Advanced Searching Tutorials

Google Advanced Search:  https://www.google.com/advanced_search

Google Advanced Search Help:  https://support.google.com/websearch/answer/35890?hl=en


Internet Domains:  http://guides.lib.uw.edu/research/evaluate/domains